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Via nonlocality distillation, a number of copies of a given nonlocal correlation can be turned
into a new correlation displaying a higher degree of nonlocality. Apart from its clear relevance in
situations where nonlocality is a resource, distillation protocols also play an important role in the
understanding of information-theoretical principles for quantum theory. Here, we derive a necessary
condition for nonlocality distillation from two copies and apply it, among other results, to show that
1D and 2D quantum voids –faces of the nonlocal simplex set with no quantum realization– can be
distilled up to PR-boxes. With that, we generalize previous results in the literature. For instance,
showing a broad class of post-quantum correlations that make communication complexity trivial
and violate the information causality principle.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum correlations lie at the core of quantum en-
hanced information processing. Most prominently, en-
tanglement [1] is a key ingredient in a variety of rele-
vant applications, ranging from quantum computation
[2] to quantum metrology [3] and quantum communi-
cation [4]. In the more recent years, another cornerstone
in the foundations of quantum mechanics, Bell nonlo-
cal [5] correlations have also been brought to the spot-
light. As proved by John Bell in 1964 [6], local measure-
ments on distant entangled particles can generate cor-
relations incompatible with any local realistic model,
a result confirmed experimentally over and over [7–9]
and of fundamental implication to our understanding
of quantum theory. However, only more recently non-
locality has started to be seen as a resource. In a sem-
inal paper [10], Ekert showed that the violation of a
Bell inequality can be employed in quantum cryptogra-
phy. This result has been brought to its extreme with
the emergence of the device-independent framework to
quantum information where the success of protocols is
achieved without the need of a precise description of
the underlying physical apparatuses. Within this con-
text, nonlocality is now seen as resource in a number
of applications beyond cryptography such as entangle-
ment [11] and randomness [12] certification, self-testing
[13] and communication complexity problems [14].
As it happens to entanglement, nonlocal correlations
typically become more useful the stronger they get. For
instance, the more the paradigmatic CHSH inequality
[15] is violated the better is the bound we can put in
the amount of randomness of a given measurement
outcome [12], the maximum being achieved exactly by
maximum entangled states. In practice, however, due to
noise and other uncontrollable source of errors, we of-
ten might have weak or not maximum entanglement or
nonlocal correlations [16, 17]. To circumvent that, one
has to rely on a distillation protocol: starting from two
or more copies of a given resource, one can through a
set of free operations extract a smaller number of copies
but with more of the resource of interest. In the case of
entanglement, these free operations are local operations
and classical communication (since they cannot create
or increase entanglement) [1]. In turn, the resource the-
ory of nonlocality [18] implies that such free operations
are the so-called wirings [19] (see Figure 1).
The first nonlocality distillation protocol has been in-
troduced in [20] and, since then, a number of results
have been obtained [21–26], for instance showing the
existence of bound nonlocality [23] and the fact that
post-quantum correlations with a negligible amount of
nonlocality can make communication complexity triv-
ial [21]. In spite of that, it is fair to say that few gen-
eral conclusions have been obtained, typically referring
to very specific classes of correlations. The difficulty
relies on the fact that the number of possible wirings
involved in a nonlocality distillation protocol increases
very fast. As proven in [19], the set of possible protocols
define a convex set, the extremal points of which are
finitely many deterministic wirings. However, already
at simplest possible Bell scenario, the CHSH scenario
with two parties and two dichotomic measurements
per party [16], there are 824 = 45.212.176 determinis-
tic wirings, reason why we have seen slow progress in
this research direction.
On the more fundamental side, nonlocality distilla-
tion also plays a key role in the search for information-
theoretical principles able to characterize the set of
quantum correlations. It is known that special relativ-
ity alone cannot single out the quantum set, as there
are correlation compatible with the non-signalling prin-
ciple but beyond what can be achieved with quantum
theory [27]. This has motivated the introduction of sev-
eral new principles [28–34]. However, as noticed in
[24], whatever principle a physical theory fulfills, the
set of correlations it generates should be closed under
wirings, implying non trivial constraints on the search
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FIG. 1. Illustration of a wiring protocol between two proba-
bility distributions (represented as boxes).
for physical principles and the axiomatization of quan-
tum theory [25].
In this paper we aim to provide somewhat more gen-
eral statements on nonlocality distillation and their im-
plications for information theoretical principles. Be-
cause of the difficulty mentioned above, we focus here
on the CHSH scenario and distillation protocols involv-
ing two copies of the nonlocal correlations. Within this
context, we first obtain a general necessary condition
for nonlocality distillation with two copies. Then we
employ it to analyze faces of the nonlocal simplex of
correlations with no quantum realization, the so called
quantum voids [35] (if the dimension of the face is k
then the quantum void is said to be k-dimensional. Us-
ing our necessary condition we prove that correlations
in all 1D and some of the 2D quantum voids are distill-
able to maximal nonlocality. This allows us to general-
ize previous results in the literature. First, we show that
there are whole faces of the non-signalling set violating
the principle of non-trivial communication complexity.
Finally, we show how a large class of correlations not vi-
olating Uffink’s inequality (a necessary condition for a
correlation to be compatible with the principle of infor-
mation causality) can do so after a distillation protocol.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we in-
troduce the basic concepts and tools necessary to state
our results. In Section III we propose a necessary con-
dition for nonlocality distillation, that is then employed
in Section IV to prove that all 1D quantum voids and
some 2D and 3D quantum voids correlations are dis-
tillable. In Sections V and VI we look for the conse-
quences of distillation protocols in the non-trivial com-
munication complexity [33] and information causality
principles [28]. Finally, in Section VII we present our
conclusions.
II. TOOLBOX
We will restrict our attention here to the simplest pos-
sible Bell scenario, also known as the Clauser-Horne-
Shimony-Holt (CHSH) scenario [15]. It refers to two
spatially separated parties, Alice and Bob, which upon
receiving their shares of a joint physical system ran-
domly and independently choose one of two possible
dichotomic measurements to perform. Their measure-
ment choices are labelled by the random variables X
and Y and the measurement outcomes as A and B, for
Alice and Bob respectively. In the CHSH scenario all
these variables are binary, that is, x, y, a, b = 0, 1. The
results of a Bell experiment are encoded in a probabil-
ity distribution of these variables p(a, b, x, y) and since
typically we do have control over the input distribu-
tion p(x, y) it has become customary to work with the
conditional probability distribution p(a, b|x, y). Within
this context, the fundamental question is to understand
what are the constraints implied by different kind of
theories on the possible correlations that can be ob-
served in a Bell experiment.
Under the assumption known as local realism, the
probability distribution should be decomposable as
p(a, b|x, y) =∑
λ
p(λ)p(a|x,λ)p(b|y,λ), (1)
defining a set of correlation L where we have explic-
itly imposed the following conditions. First, the “real-
ism” condition implying the existence of a hidden vari-
able Λ determining the probabilities of measurement
outcomes even of measurement choices that have not
been performed. Second, the locality condition stating
that only variables in the causal past of the measure-
ment outcomes might have a causal influence over their
statistics, that is, p(a|x, y, b,λ) = p(a|x,λ) (similarly for
Bob). Finally, we also have to impose the measurement
independence assumption (also known as “free will”)
implying that p(x, y,λ) = p(x, y)p(λ).
In turn, the quantum description for this experiment,
implies via the Born rule that the distribution should be
written as
p(a, b|x, y) = Tr
[(
Mxa ⊗Myb
)
ρ
]
, (2)
defining a set of correlations Q where Mxa and Myb de-
scribe measurement operators and ρ is the density op-
erator describing the joint physical system shared by
Alice and Bob. Bell’s theorem [6] shows that there
are quantum distributions of the form (2) incompati-
ble with the classical description given by (1), the phe-
nomenon known as quantum nonlocality that can be
witnessed by the violation of the CHSH inequality [15]
CHSH = E00 + E01 + E10 − E11 ≤ 2 (3)
3that in quantum case can achieve CHSH = 2
√
2 where
Exy = P(a = b|xy)− P(a 6= b|xy).
A third possible description is to wonder what are
the implications on the correlation arising from impos-
ing special relativity to this Bell experiment. Because
of the space-like separation between the parties, we see
that the statistics observed locally by one of the parties
should be completely independent of whatever choice
of measurement the other party is doing, otherwise
they could communicate superluminally. Mathemati-
cally, this is described by following set of linear con-
straints on the probabilities, known as non-signalling
(NS) conditions:
p(a|x) =∑
b
p(a, b|x, y) =∑
b
p(a, b|x, y′) (4)
p(b|y) =∑
a
p(a, b|x, y) =∑
a
p(a, b|x′, y),
defining a set of correlations NS . Strikingly, there are
non-signalling correlation beyond what can be achieved
with quantum theory [27]. In short, we know that these
3 sets of correlations respect the following strict inclu-
sion relation: L ( Q ( NS .
The sets L and NS are polytopes, convex sets de-
scribed by a finite number of extremal points or equiv-
alently a finitely many facets (linear inequalities). In the
CHSH scenario, the extremal points of the NS set have
been fully characterized [36], consisting of 8 extreme
nonlocal points and 16 extreme local points described
below. In a Bell scenario we restrict our attention to
the probability distribution, regardless of the internal
working of the measurement and state preparation de-
vices. For this reason, it is typical to refer to correla-
tions (alternatively, probability distributions) simply as
boxes.
• PR-box PR(ab|xy): a no-signaling correlation that
maximally violates the CHSH inequality (3) or
one of its symmetries. There are 8 of such boxes:
PRµνσ(ab|xy) = 1
2
δa⊕b,xy⊕µx⊕νy⊕σ,
where δ[.],[.] representing the Dirac’s delta.
• Local-box Lαβγθ : there are 16 deterministic local
boxes that can be parametrized as:
Lαβγθ(ab|xy) = δa,αx⊕βδb,γy⊕θ .
In the CHSH scenario, any nonlocal distribution can
be decomposed as the convex sum of a single PR-box
plus up to eight more local deterministic strategies. For
instance, any correlation violating the CHSH inequality
(3) can be written as
p(ab|xy) = c0PR(ab|xy) +
1
∑
α,β,γ=0
cαβγLαβγ(ab|xy), (5)
where
PR(ab|xy) = PR000(ab, xy), (6)
Lαβγ(ab|xy) = Lαβγ(αγ⊕β)(ab|xy), (7)
and c0 +∑1α,β,γ=0 cαβγ = 1, 0 ≤ c0 ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ cαβγ ≤ 1
∀ α, β, and γ. In this case CHSH(PR) = 4 (maximal vio-
lation) and CHSH(Lαβγ) = 2 (these local points saturate
the local bound of the inequality). Furthermore, any
other nonlocal distribution can be achieved via local re-
versible transformations (relabelings) over such distri-
bution. In this sense, in the CHSH scenario it is thus
sufficient to consider only (5) and we will do so in what
follows. To simplify the notation, from now on we will
refer to the local deterministic strategies as Li (where
might assume eight different values i = 1, . . . , 8). Here,
we follow the notation in [35], as shown in Table I.
Li L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L7 L8
Lαβγ L101 L111 L001 L011 L110 L100 L000 L010
TABLE I. The correspondence between Li and Lαβγ.
As will be described in more details below, we are in-
terested here in nonlocality distillation. That is, starting
with two copies with a certain degree of nonlocality we
want that the final wired correlation has a higher non-
locality degree. For that, we first have to define a quan-
tifier. Different measures have been considered before,
the violation of the CHSH inequality itself [20] and the
so called EPR-2 decomposition [23]. Here we employ
the trace distance measure introduced in [37], basically
quantifying the minimum distance of the nonlocal point
in question to the set of local correlations. In the CHSH
scenario the trace distance quantifier has been shown
to be equivalent to the CHSH inequality violation (up
to a constant factor), reason why we consider here as a
quantifier NL(p) of the nonlocality of a given distribu-
tion p = p(ab|xy) the following quantity:
NL(p) = max
[
Π(CHSH)− 2
2
, 0
]
(8)
where Π(CHSH) stand for all eight simmetries of the
CHSH inequality, thus bounding NL = 0 for local
points and NL = 1 for the PR-box and its symmetries
(maximal nonlocality).
Faces of the nonlocal set and quantum voids
Following [35], we represent a probability distribu-
tion p(ab|xy) as a vector (p1, p2, ..., p16), where the or-
dering of probabilities is as shown in Table II.
4xy
ab
00 01 10 11
00 p1 p2 p3 p4
01 p5 p6 p7 p8
10 p9 p10 p11 p12
11 p13 p14 p15 p16
xy
ab
00 01 10 11
00 1/2 0 0 1/2
01 1/2 0 0 1/2
10 1/2 0 0 1/2
11 0 1/2 1/2 0
TABLE II. Joint probabilities p(ab|xy) are ordered as shown
in the first table. The free variables corresponds to those that
are zero in PR000 (second table).
On considering the probabilities p2, p3, p6, p7, p10,
p11, p13 and p16 as free variables, the remaining eight
probabilities can be expressed in terms of the free vari-
ables by using no-signaling and normalization condi-
tions. Notice that the free variables corresponds to
probabilities taking value zero in PR-box (PR000) cor-
relation, and for the local box Li the free variable prob-
abilities are such that pk = 1 for the correspondent free
variable and zero for the other seven, where k is the in-
dex of the correspondent free variable. In this way, we
related L1 → p2, L2 → p3, L3 → p6, L4 → p7, L5 → p10,
L6 → p11, L7 → p13 and L8 → p16.
We are interested in the region which is convex hull
of the PR-box and eight local vertices {Li : 1 ≤ i ≤ 8},
which forms an eight dimensional simplex that we refer
as the nonlocal simplex (NLS). In particular, we will
consider the faces of NLS, where given a convex set
C ⊆ Rn and a supporting hyperplane H of C, the set of
points in H ∩C defines a face of C [38]. Further, we will
consider nonlocal faces of the region NLS, and all such
faces can be derived by setting some of the free variable
probabilities to zero.
As shown in [35], nonlocal faces can give rise to
quantum voids, faces where all nonlocal points are of
a postquantum nature. Non-signalling faces of dimen-
sion four and smaller are all quantum voids, as well as
some of the faces of dimension five and six. These are
the sets we will focus throughout out the paper.
III. NONLOCALITY DISTILLATION AND WIRINGS
Representing the correlations as a box with inputs
and outputs, a nonlocality distillation protocol can be
basically understood as a wiring among two boxes,
where for instance the outcomes of the first box can
be used as the input for the second one. If we wire
two distant distributions as W(p(ab|xy), p′(ab|xy)) we
obtain a new distribution q(ab|xy) given by:
q(ab|xy) =W(p(ab|xy), p′(ab|xy)) (9)
=
1
∑
a1,a2,x1,x2,b1,b2,y1,y2=0
χx(a, a1, a2, x1, x2)χy(b, b1, b2, y1, y2) ·
·p(a1b1|x1y1)p′(a2b2|x2y2)
where χx(a, a1, a2, x1, x2) represents the wiring per-
formed locally by Alice and χy(b, b1, b2, y1, y2) the
wiring performed by Bob. Here xi and yj are respec-
tively ith and jth inputs to Alice and Bob’s boxes, and
ai and bj are the outcomes from respective boxes, a and
b are the final respective outputs of Alice and Bob; since
two boxes are wired, i, j ∈ {1, 2}. All possible wirings
for boxes with possible inputs and outputs have been
characterized [19] and form a convex set whose vertices
are described according to five different classes in the
Table below.
Potential couplers classes χ(a, a1, a2, x1, x2) = 1 (0 otherwise)
χDµ x1 = x2 and a = µ
χOµνσ x1 = x2 = µ and a = aν+1 ⊕ σ
χXµνσ x1 = µ, x2 = ν, and a = a1 ⊕ a2 ⊕ γ
χAµνσδe x1 = µ, x2 = ν, and a = (a1 ⊕ σ)(a2 ⊕ δ)⊕ e
χSµνσδe xµ+1 = ν, x(µ⊕1)+1 = aµ+1 ⊕ σ, and a = a(µ⊕1)+1 ⊕ δaµ+1 ⊕ e
Before moving on to derive a necessary criterion
for nonlocality distillation, let us mention that in the
CHSH scenario [15], some examples of sets closed un-
der wirings are known. The set of local correlations,
quantum correlations, and no-signaling correlations as
well as several sets of correlations between local and
quantum sets as well as all sets of correlations gen-
erated by different levels of the NPA hierarchy [39].
See Ref. [25] for a discussion about sets of correlations
closed under wirings. Now since some of these sets
are very closely spaced (for example, NPA hierarchies),
for points in these regions it is very hard to come up
with distillation protocols; the only viable option is to
find the wirings which generates a flow gazing on the
boundary of the sets closed under wirings, which turns
out to be a difficult task [25].
Considering two copies of an initial box p(ab|xy)
5given by (5), after the wiring we obtain
W(p, p) = c20B
0
0 + c0
8
∑
i=1
ci(B0i + B
i
0)
+
8
∑
i,j=1
cicjBij, (10)
where
B00(ab|xy) =W(PR(ab|xy), PR(ab|xy)) (11)
B0i (ab|xy) =W(PR(ab|xy), Li(ab|xy))
Bi0(ab|xy) =W(Li(ab|xy), PR(ab|xy))
Bij(ab|xy) =W(Li(ab|xy), Lj(ab|xy))
The nonlocality of the initial distribution is NL(p) =
c0, since NL is linear for the distribution (5) and
NL(PR) = 1 and NL(Li) = 0 for all i. For the wired
distribution we obtain directly an upper bound for its
nonlocality, given by
NL(W(p, p)) ≤ c20NL(B00) (12)
+c0
8
∑
i=1
ci(NL(B0i ) + NL(B
i
0)).
Clearly, to have nonlocality distillation we need
NL(W(p, p)) > NL(p) thus implying that
c0NL(B00) (13)
+
8
∑
i=1
ci(NL(B0i ) + NL(B
i
0)) > 1.
Since c0 + ∑8i=1 ci = 1, the condition for distillation
becomes
c0(NL(B00)− 1) +
8
∑
i=1
ci(NL(B0i ) + NL(B
i
0)− 1) > 0
(14)
As hinted by the expression above, looking at the nonlo-
cality of the wired terms in (11) can provide us with the
necessary information to decide whether a given corre-
lation is distilablle or not, something we will explore in
what follows.
By testing all 824 possible deterministic wirings on
the wired distributions B00 , B
i
0 and B
0
i one can prove that
NL(B00) = {0, 1/2, 1} and NL(Bi0) = {0, 1} as well as
NL(B0i ) = {0, 1}. The necessary condition above then
reduces to
c0(NL(B00)− 1) +
2
∑
i=0
c˜i(i− 1) > 0 (15)
where ∑2i=0 c˜i = ∑
8
k=1 ck and c˜i is the sum of all coeffi-
cients ck for which NL(B0k) + NL(B
k
0) = i. Notice that
this necessary condition can be raised to a sufficient one
if one can guarantee that every term in the initial distri-
bution (5) is being mapped under the wiring to a distri-
bution of the same form (5).
IV. NONLOCALITY DISTILLATION IN QUANTUM
VOIDS
In what follows we are going to consider whether en-
tire faces of the nonlocal simplex (in particular, quan-
tum voids) are distillable or not. In this case, since the
coefficient c0 in (5) can vary as 0 < c0 < 1, a neces-
sary condition for distillation is that NL(B00) = 1 (re-
member that only assume 3 possible values NL(B00) ={0, 1/2, 1}). Furthermore, without loss of generality, we
can restrict to those wirings such that B00 = PR(ab|xy).
Making this restriction, reduces the number of wirings
from 824 to 3152, making a complete analysis of the
wirings amenable. Furthermore, in this case, the neces-
sary condition for distillation is then simply given by
c˜2 > c˜0. (16)
A. All correlations in a 1D quantum void can be distilled
to a PR-box
Consider a generic 1D quantum void described by
the distribution
p = c0PR+ (1− c0)Li. (17)
In this case, the condition (16) simply states that there
should exist at least one wiring for which c˜2 = 1. Fur-
thermore, this becomes a sufficient condition as well
if the terms B0i and B
i
0 are indeed mapped to PR. By
searching over the 3152 wirings, we found that for ev-
ery local point Li there is a strategy doing that (see Ta-
ble III). That is, every point in a 1D quantum void is
distillable and the nonlocality of the wired correlation
is raised from NL(p) = c0 to NL(W(p, p)) = c0(2− c0).
Li x = 0 x = 1 y = 0 y = 1
L1 χS0,0,0,0,0 χX1,1,1 χS0,0,1,0,0 χX1,1,0
L2 χS0,0,1,0,0 χX1,1,0 χS0,0,0,0,0 χX1,1,1
L3 χS0,0,0,1,0 χX1,1,0 χX0,0,0 χS0,1,0,0,0
L4 χS0,0,1,1,1 χX1,1,1 χX0,0,1 χS0,1,1,0,0
L5 χX0,0,1 χS0,1,1,0,0 χS0,0,1,1,1 χX1,1,1
L6 χX0,0,0 χS0,1,0,0,0 χS0,0,0,1,0 χX1,1,0
L7 χX0,0,0 χS0,1,1,1,0 χX0,0,0 χS0,1,1,1,0
L8 χX0,0,1 χS0,1,0,1,1 χX0,0,1 χS0,1,0,1,1
TABLE III. 1D quantum void. Above we show one example
of a strategy that can take any point in the set (PR, Li) up to
PR. There exist at least 8 different strategies for each set that
can do this. Using the same strategy more or less 10 times
we can increase the non locality of any point maximally (to a
PR-box).
Furthermore, as we will show below, not only ev-
ery 1D quantum void is distillable, but can as well be
asymtotically distilled (by the iterative application of
6the same wiring) to a PR-box. Notice, that this does not
follow directly from the fact that every nonlocal corre-
lation in a 1D quantum void is distillable. For instance,
there are wirings that distill the nonlocality of the cor-
relations but map them out of the 1D void. However, if
we can find a wiring that distill nonlocality keeping the
correlation in the 1D quantum void then we can guar-
antee violation up to a PR-box.
For example, for the one-dimensional face associated
with L7, using the wiring described in table III we have
that B00 = PR, B
7
0 = PR, B
0
7 = PR and B
7
7 = L7. Thus,
W(p, p) = (1− (1− c0)2)PR+ (1− c0)2L7 (18)
Now, if we wire two boxes of the form pm = (1− (1−
c0)2
m−1
)PR+ (1− c0)2m−1L7 we get:
q = (1− (1− c0)2m)PR+ (1− c0)2mL7 (19)
So we can use the principle of induction, to assure that,
starting with a box p = c0PR+ (1− c0)L7, after n inter-
actions of wirings, we have the box Qn:
qn = (1− (1− c0)2n)PR+ (1− c0)2nL7 (20)
From that, we have that qn → PR as n→ ∞.
B. All correlations in some 2D quantum voids can be
distilled to a PR-box
Consider a generic 2D quantum void described by
the distribution
p = c0PR+ (1− c0)
(
ciLi + cjLj
)
. (21)
where we can order the coefficients as ci ≥ cj. By
searching over the 3152 wirings such that B00 = PR we
found that there is always at most one value of i (for
all i) such that B0i = B
i
0 = PR. Furthermore, there al-
ways exist a wiring such that B0j and B
j
0 are mapped
to a distribution of the form (5), that is, the condition
(5) becomes a sufficient condition for distillation. Thus,
choosing a wiring such that c˜2 = ci we always will dis-
till the nonlocality of the distribution, unless c˜0 = cj
and ci = cj (that is, we are at the isotropic line de-
fined by the non-signalling facet). If ci = cj we have
to guarantee that c˜0 = 0, what only happen at a subset
of 2D quantum voids given by the sets consisting of the
following pairs of local points: (L1L2), (L1L3), (L1L5),
(L2L4), (L2L6), (L3L4), (L3L8), (L4L7), (L5L6), (L5L7),
(L6L8) and (L7L8). All the other 2D quantum voids are
distillable but not at the isotropic line (see Fig. 2).
As a matter of fact, not only all these 2D quantum
voids are fully distillable but can as well be distilled
up to a PR-box. In Table IV we show the example of
FIG. 2. Schematic representation of the 2D quantum voids
that are distillable up to a PR-box. If there exists one edge be-
tween two local vertices, then this set is completely distillable
and there is at least one single strategy that can distill the
entire void. For instance, the set {PR, L1, L2} is completely
distillable, however the set {PR, L1, L7} is not.
a wiring strategy for each 2D quantum void that being
applied iteratively can bring any nonlocal correlation
up to the PR-box.
LiLj x = 0 x = 1 y = 0 y = 1
L1L2 χS0,0,0,0,0 χX1,1,1 χS0,0,1,0,0 χX1,1,0
L1L3 χS0,0,0,0,0 χX1,1,0 χS0,1,1,0,0 χS0,0,1,0,0
L1L5 χS0,0,0,0,0 χS0,1,0,0,0 χS0,0,1,0,0 χX1,1,0
L2L4 χS0,0,1,0,0 χX1,1,0 χS0,0,0,0,0 χS0,1,0,0,0
L2L6 χS0,0,1,0,0 χS0,1,1,0,0 χS0,0,0,0,0 χX1,1,1
L3L4 χS0,0,0,1,0 χX1,1,0 χX0,0,0 χS0,1,0,0,0
L3L8 χS0,0,0,1,0 χS0,1,1,1,0 χX0,0,0 χS0,1,0,0,0
L4L7 χS0,0,1,1,1 χS0,1,0,1,1 χX0,0,1 χS0,1,1,0,0
L5L6 χX0,0,0 χS0,1,1,0,1 χS0,0,1,1,0 χX1,1,0
L5L7 χX0,0,0 χS0,1,1,0,0 χS0,1,0,1,0 χS0,0,1,1,0
L6L8 χX0,0,0 χS0,1,0,0,0 χS0,0,0,1,0 χS0,1,1,1,0
L7L8 χX0,0,0 χS0,1,1,1,0 χX0,0,0 χS0,1,1,1,0
TABLE IV. 2D quantum void. Above we show one example
of a strategy that can take any point in the set {PR, Li, Lj} up
to PR. From 28 2D quantum voids only 12 has this property.
Using that strategies more or less 20 times we can increase the
non locality of any point maximally.
To illustrate (see Fig. 3) that we choose the two-
dimension face given by the local points L7 and L8 and
employ the wiring presented in table IV (which is the
same as the example shown for the one-dimensional
scenario). In this case we have B00 = B
7
0 = B
0
7 = B
8
0 =
PR, B77 = B
8
8 = L7, B
7
8 = B
8
7 = L8, and B
0
8 =
1
2 (L7 + L8).
Given a box p = c(0)0 PR+ c
(0)
7 L7 + c
(0)
8 L8, let c
(n)
0 , c
(n)
7 ,
and c(n)8 be the coefficients of PR, L7, and L8 respec-
tively, after applying n wirings. We have that the output
7PR
L1 L3
FIG. 3. Flow map for the distillation in the 2D quantum void
{PR, L1, L3}. By applying successively the wiring strategy
shown in Table III any point in this set is distilled to PR-
box. Interestingly, the flow map shows that the wiring always
moves the points up to the isotropic line (dashed red line) and
then go up to the PR-box following that line. The dark region
shows the region of correlations that do not violate Uffink’s
inequality (but do so after the distillation protocol). As well,
it follows that all correlations in this void trivialize communi-
cation complexity.
Qn of the n-th wiring is:
qn =
[
2− c(n−1)0 − c(n−1)8
]
c(n−1)0 PR+
1
2
[
c(n−1)0 c
(n−1)
8 + 2
(
c(n−1)7
)2
+ 2
(
c(n−1)8
)2]
L7 +
1
2
[
c(n−1)0 + 4c
(n−1)
7
]
c(n−1)8 L8.
Notice that c(n)0 > c
(n−1)
0 for all values of c
(n−1)
8 6= 1 and
c(n−1)0 6= 1, and
c(n)0
c(n−1)0
= 2− c(n−1)0 − c(n−1)8 → 1 only
when c(n−1)0 → 1 or c(n−1)8 → 1, the last one cannot
happen by hypothesis. Hence c0 increases monotoni-
cally with n implying that qn → PR as n→ ∞.
C. Some 3D quantum voids are fully distillable
Consider a generic 3D quantum void described by
the distribution
p = c0PR+ (1− c0)
(
ciLi + cjLj + ckLk
)
. (22)
where we can order the coefficients as ci ≥ cj ≥ ck.
Considering the 3152 wirings such that B00 = PR we
have that there is at most one value of i such that
B0i = B
i
0 = PR. The best one can do is to choose
a wiring such that c˜2 = ci. To have distillation in
whole 3D void we should have c˜1 = cj + ck thus
implying that c˜0 = 0. However, this is achieved
only for a subset of the possible 3D voids given
by (L1L2L3), (L1L2L4), (L1L2L5), (L1L2L6), (L1L3L4),
(L1L5L6), (L2L3L4), (L2L5L6), (L3L4L7), (L3L4L8),
(L3L7L8), (L4L7L8), (L5L6L7), (L5L6L8), (L5L7L8) and
(L6L7L8). For all other cases it follows that c˜2 = ci,
c˜1 = cj thus implying that c˜0 = ck, case in which
the necessary condition (15) implies that at least the
isotropic line where ci = cj = ck = 1/3 will not be
distillable.
A natural question is then whether distillable 3D
voids can all be distilled up to a PR-box. As mentioned
before, a sufficient condition to achieve that is that the
wiring maps the 3D void to the same 3D void. How-
ever, by searching over the 3152 wirings we could not
find any with this property. It could be, however, that
searching over all wirings (not necessarily maping the
3D void to another 3D void) or considering a distillation
protocols based on a higher number of copies would
achieve that.
D. No non-signalling face of dimension 4 or higher is
fully distillable
The argument given above showing that not every
3D quantum void can be fully distilled can also be ex-
tended to non-signalling faces of dimension 4 or higher.
Consider the isotropic line of a 4-dimensional NS face
p = c0PR+ (1− c0)/4
(
Li + Lj + Lk + Lm
)
, (23)
where the 4 coefficients of the local part are the same
and equal to ci = 1/4. The necessary criterion for distil-
lation (15) implies that c˜2 > c˜0. However, by restricting
to the wirings such that B00 = PR and making c˜2 = ci,
the best we can have for this scenario is c˜1 = cj + ck,
so necessarily c˜0 = cm. That is, there is no wiring sat-
isfying the necessary condition for distillation. Clearly,
the argument extends to dimensions higher than 4, thus
showing that in any non-signalling face with dimension
4 or more, at least the isotropic line of that face will not
be entirely distillable.
Interestingly, the set Q1 (the first level of the NPA
hierarchy) can successfully reproduce some of the 4D
voids. At the same time, to our knowledge, there is no
known closed set of correlations between Q1 and NS-
polytope, which may be an indication that the voids
reproduced by Q1 may be asymptotically distillable to
the PR-box, if more than two copies are considered in
the distillation protocol. However, for five dimensions
and beyond, no asymptotic distillation to PR-box will
8be possible for all correlation in the quantum void. This
follows from the fact that in these cases there is always
a gap between the set of quantum correlations and Q1.
V. NONLOCALITY DISTILLATION AND TRIVIAL
COMMUNICATION COMPLEXITY
Among the several principles introduced to try to ex-
plain why correlations beyond quantum mechanics are
unlikely we have the so called non-trivial communica-
tion complexity. The basic setup involves two distant
parties which locally receive bit strings ~x and ~y respec-
tively and by exchanging a limited amount of infor-
mation should compute function f (~x,~y) depending on
both bit strings. It seems natural that the amount of
communication required should increase with the size
of the bit strings. Quantum theory is compatible with
that but, as shown by Van Dam [33], PR-boxes can make
such communication complexity trivial, since their use
with a single bit of exchanged information is enough to
make such nonlocal computations. Later on, this result
has been extended to show that any correlation achiev-
ing the value of CHSH ≥ 4√2/3 ≈ 3.266 would also
trivialize communication complexity [34].
Afterwards, by considering nonlocality distillation it
has been shown that postquantum correlations arbitrar-
ily close to the local set also can trivialize communica-
tion complexity [21]. Considering the isotropic line of a
2D quantum void given by
c0PR+ (1− c0)/2(L7 + L8), (24)
it has been shown in [34] a wiring protocol capable of
distilling this distribution (after asymptotically many it-
erations) to a PR-box. Since a PR-box violates makes
communication complexity trivial, so does this correla-
tion. The results presented in the previous section, can
thus be seen as a generalization of that. As we showed,
not only the isotropic line of some 2D quantum voids
but the whole quantum void can be distilled to a PR-
box, thus showing their incompatibility with the prin-
ciple of non-trivial communication complexity.
VI. TIGHTENING INFORMATION CAUSALITY WITH
NONLOCALITY DISTILLATION
Another information-theoretical principle that has at-
tracted considerable interest is information causality
[28]. As in the communication complexity scenario,
we have two distant parties, Alice and Bob. Alice re-
ceives a N-bit string ~x = (x1, x2, ..., xN), can send a
M bits of information to Bob (where M < N, that
is, there is bounded communication) in a message m
and Bob is asked to make a guess βi of Alice’s i-th
bit. The information causality principle basically states
that ∑Ni=1 I(xi : βi) ≤ H(M) (H(M) being the Shannon
entropy of the message and I(xi : βi) the mutual in-
formation between Alice’s input and Bob’s guess). In
other terms, the total potential information about Al-
ice’s bit string that is accessible to Bob cannot exceed
the amount of information contained in the message.
Quantum correlations are in accordance with informa-
tion causality but the PR-box can be shown to violate it.
This can be witnessed by the violation of the Uffink’s
inequality, a necessary condition for a given correlation
to respect information causality and given by [40]
(E00 + E10)2 + (E01 − E11)2 ≤ 4 (25)
Interestingly, it is known that the set of correlations
defined by Uffink’s inequality is convex but it is not
closed under wirings [24]. That is, some correlations
which do not violate Uffink’s inequality can do so by
nonlocality distillation [24]. For instance, in [24] this
has been shown by considering a specific section of
the non-signalling polytope and over a very small re-
gion of it. Our results can be used to extend that.
As shown in [35], some correlations of the 2D quan-
tum voids do not violate Uffink’s inequality (see Fig. 3).
From 28 2D-voids, 16 of them has some correlations that
do not violate Uffink’s inequality which are: (L1L3),
(L1L4), (L1L7), (L1L8), (L2L3), (L2L4), (L2L7), (L2L8),
(L3L5), (L3L6), (L4L5), (L4L6), (L5L7), (L5L8), (L6L7)
and (L6L8). From these 16 sets, 4 of them are distillable
up to a PR-box, which are: (L1L3), (L2L4), (L5L7) and
(L6L8). That is, by nonlocality distillation one can prove
that all the correlations in these 2D quantum voids in-
deed violate information causality.
VII. DISCUSSION
In this paper we have derived a necessary condi-
tion for the nonlocality distillation of correlations in the
CHSH scenario. By considering quantum voids –faces
of the non-signalling set – we have used this criterion
to prove that all 1D and some 2D quantum voids can
be distilled up to a the maximal nonlocal correlation, a
PR-box. Also, we have proven that some 3D quantum
voids are fully distillable, that is, all correlations can
have its nonlocality increased by wirings. However, we
could not find any wirings capable of distilling correla-
tion in 3D void up to a PR-box, something that remains
as an interesting open question. For quantum voids of
dimension four or higher that is no longer possible, as
the isotropic line in these voids is not distillable (at least
with two copies). Interestingly, for 4D quantum voids
and beyond, the isotropic line of these sets (defined by
summing the local deterministic strategies with equal
coefficients) cannot be distilled with two copies. A sim-
9ilar result has been proven also in the limit of infinitely
many copies [41] for the so called isotropic-box and that
can be understood as a particular case of the isotropic
lines we consider here.
Building up on these results, we show the rele-
vance of nonlocality distillation on the understanding
of information-theoretical principles for quantum the-
ory. First, we provide a generalization of the results in
[21], showing that a large class of postquantum correla-
tions (in 1D and 2D quantum voids) can make commu-
nication complexity trivial. Finally, we have shown how
a distillation protocol can help understanding the set of
correlations compatible with the information causality
principle. More precisely, 2D quantum void correla-
tions that do not violate a necessary condition to re-
spect information causality can do so after a distillation
protocol. In view of all that, it would be interesting to
analyze further the use of distillation protocols and in
particular correlations in quantum voids to understand
and characterize closed sets under wirings, in particular
considering multipartite scenarios [31, 42, 43] to which
very few principles have been introduced so far.
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